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wandering desolate island at
night during winter. two
dogs, two other companions,
one from the island. one of
the dogs became so worn i
had to attach crutches to its
front legs. walked as if on
stilts. stumbled on train,
parts of it were on fire. the
island ripped open its doors
but found only a cartridge
full of deflated rubber suits,
their bodies flattened. my
other companion was not
faring well and had to attach
vinegar strips of meat onto
their feet. though the train
was in ruins it still operated
so we clamoured into the
front carriage. the island
began to breakdown,
questioning what could have
done that to the bodies. the
dogs had to keep moving.
the island eventually sent for
my other companion. staring
at their vinegared feet, he
exclaimed, who's hungry?
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bleached whale; and myself, away
upon coming to the exit and
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supermarket, I had the vision I
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was pushing my own body

of flesh; empire, bread and
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mass, opium, incarceration,

sleek, ultra-modern, aseptic

brand loyalty, ethical

carrion floor, processed

spending, assimilation; all

through checkout, aisles,

wallets bleed the same.

background fuzz, and the

my race, my class, my gender,
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my age; DIY elevator pitch.

upon this or that alienated

there.s nothing left.

labour product.
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destitution, the surging eyes
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fixed across a nothingness
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that reduced both you and i
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fine thread through the

a holy verification of

arched belly of a bleached

existence together in this

whale, blood mixed with the

fucked up world.

grease, and salt, and death.
—thanks studylink
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ISTE:

I will constantly be feverish for you. Mind if I come die in your vicinity?

FRANTIC: [breathes out through nose] I am now a cleaner shade of miserable.

ONE: [irritated] Make sure you get some sleep

hearts, you’re out! [all fall over]
INQUISIT: [to IRATE] Mind if I crash in your bed? Eh eh? Old chum? Old chunk?
OLACE: Yes come die here. I’m going but I’ll be back.
ave you ever smoked before?
nd I am feeding you crumbs

FRANTIC: No bathroom breaks. It’s a false metaphor for life. [looks around] I am at the place now [bows head] Cold and sad and
cold and sad, Cul-de-sac Cul-de-sac [trails off]
ur first insomnia?
ve grown fond of you, person-dog
ALL:
[tunefully] Big bodies Bog bodies Bog bodies. Heavy heavyweight

IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
IRATE: [raising voice] NO PAIN NO GAIN AGAIN AGAIN AGAIN
I’m gonna crawl into bed and eat some pie and probably pass out.

TIC: [manic and loud] Come, Kill me Kate, lace your cum with poison, first cum-kill
s they’ll say – 6-22 knock out of the park. Newspapers will laud you and I’ll gladly
ate Kill [suddenly quiet] Honey you’re frightening the children
great grandmother jumped off a piano to abort my
ds of years later, sucking on orange wedges and
s] The dogs sneeze in their sleep and here’s to hoping

CT: Caffeine is an awful drug
FRANTIC: [muttering, gradual crescendo] I am so fucked. This is getting worse and worse the longer I
work on it. Makes me want to fake my own death and ride away in shivers. [decrescendo]
Angangangangangang

TRISTE:

DEJECT: I feel squeezed by everything

Auto Asphyxiation
In the spectacle of consumption what does one grasp?
Death in sensuous colours
—
Capitalism kills through fantasy; the promise of what could be,
through the sacrifice of everything that is
In place of a spontaneous present, one is granted an encapsulated
future; the closing off of every potential elsewhere and otherwise
Life is reduced to neurochemically-triggered consumer choices, the
empty sprawl of window displays and a reflection shrouded in
corporate logos
—
By presenting itself as the only possibility in a global and globalising
order, neoliberalism betrays its own tenant of individual freedom
Freedom is reduced to the freedom to purchase this or that washing
powder, to sign up to this or that shitty flat, to sell oneself to this or
that exploitative workplace
All else is off limits (on pain of social death)
—
Ideology works through ossification, the naturalisation of the standing
order, unto its indefinite reproduction
All power moves unto futurity, a projected totality comprised of
common sense and tradition (of privilege and disdain)
A totally-administered spontaneity, predetermined by a billion
commodity forms
A drunken trip to McDonald’s or Velvet Burger
—

In this recuperation of desire, the still deaths of fantasy overwhelm
the living deaths of exploitation
For though we are aware of pollution, animal cruelty, American
imperialism, and the like
The only solutions offered under capitalism are through the free
market, the very system that generated these ills in the first place.
Thus exchange comes to dictate our lives in lieu of production, and
our honest desires to change the world are sold back to us,
accelerating the world’s decay1
—
All this suffering
This alienated, worthless existence
Is nothing but the world spirit
The angel of history
Perceiving its own
Stupid
Irrevocable
Death

1

Death Valet 1936

Thus the production of 'I’m a feminist’ t-shirts in Asian sweatshops employing poor,
vulnerable women, the labelling of plant detergents as ‘ecological’ despite their equivalent
effect of dissolving the flesh of aquatic lifeforms, the ‘5% of profits go to charity’ to alleviate
the very poverty the coffee trade produced; in all these examples, the underlying foundation
of exploitation fails to be addressed—the theft of foreign land, the displacement of
indigenous peoples, and their subsequent reintegration as manual labourers (for having lost
their source of sustenance, they were forced to work for the imperialist landowners). At no
point does capitalism address this original sin, for it can only exist after the fact, ever circling
the haunt of its own founding, from which modern class inequalities arise, and through which
racial and gendered hierarchies intersect, producing a hierarchy of material and psychological
privileges.

The Theft of Feminism, or, Undoing a Hauntology of Privilege
Socialism without feminism is
barbarism, the same cybernetic
hierarchy of wretched Stalinist
bullshit, leftist recuperation of
capitalist infrastructure. Patriarchy,
death knell of intersectionality, the
ability to see beyond the fucking
labour market, closed circuit of
exchange and production. It’s
more than domestic labour (the
horizonal limit of most socialist
minds), it’s an entire masculinist
culture that privileges so called
materialist concerns over identity
ones — as if they were ever
separate.

There has never been a socialism
without identity, for the identity
of the proletariat has always been
invisibly marked. Simply the
assumption that race issues are for
coloured folk and gender issues
for women severs any ability to
think
dialectically
across
categorical boundaries (the fantasy
of hermetic encapsulation). Those
who privilege class forget their
own dialectical relation in the
making
of
subjugated
subjectivities — in the process of
interpellation,
discipline
and
domination.

This is the binary: materialist vs
postmaterialist, marxist vs poststructuralist,
socialist
vs
neoliberal — opposition without
dialectical thought. Old school
socialists talk about lived reality,
whilst throwing you pamphlets
written by Lenin and Trotsky. The
voices of women, coloured and
queer folk disappear beneath a
cascade of century old dead
intellectual labour. What’s left?
Socialism without materialism.
Universal erasure of identities that
differ
from
the
white
hetero-cis-male bloc.

Identity is a relation of material
and psychical forces, constructed
at the node of the subject, through
institutional frameworks and
cultural imaginaries. There is no
escaping identity, for identity has
always arisen out of material
arrangements,
spatio-temporal
playgrounds of culture and
semiotics
—
desires
both
immaterial and corporeal. Desire
bridges the gap between embodied
and emplaced, between subject
and object, self and other, the
surfacing of the psyche through
collective, social practices. To
reject identity is to reject both
subject and society.

In this collapsing of feminism,
post-materialism and identity
politics, socialists do two things: i)
they reify their own position
through a process similar to
orientalism—of writing the other
into existence, simply for the
stabilisation of the self; in other
words, of making invisible the
raced, gendered, etc, nature of
class; ii) they additionally collapse
liberal identitarian politics with
radical identity politics, and it is
this point that seems the most
ingenuous.

for certain subjects to arise in the
first place, never as equals, but as
scattered nodes of intersecting
material and cultural forces.
Hegemony is a struggle over
existence, as it exists now. The
dominant ideology can never be
escaped, only reenacted anew.
Rather than escape ideology, we
must fail it; make monstrous the
apparent, the normal, the taken for
granted, in the hopes of
dialectically breaking the closed
symbolic
of
the
capitalist
imaginary.

What is liberal identitarian politics?
The recuperation of radical
thought through aestheticisation.
The great fucking irony is that
socialists recognise their own
recuperation when they gaze upon
t-shirts of Che Guevara, yet can’t
see that the feminist and queer
politics they so dismiss is also a
liberal reformation, an uncanny
double that existing indigenous,
black feminist and queer anarchist
collectives equally hate. It was not
feminism that divorced material
struggle from identity, but the
market.

Read in this matter, privilege
becomes a relation that must be
sublated unto the emancipation of
all. Privilege rather than checked,
must be irrupted—total traumatic
collapse of both subjects in the
relation, through the overthrow of
the material conditions that allow
for such relations to arise in the
first place. Call this a materialist
intervention into psychoanalysis,
for it is only through reworking
actual structures can our psychical
landscape
change
at
the
fundamental level — at the level of
haunt and virtuality — precession
of the material.

Privilege, after all, is not an
ontological property, but a haunt; a
pre-subjective matrix that allows

—Che Guevuoi
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MABABBBAAAA: MALICIOUS, VOLATILE AND UNFAIR
BE REASONABLE, the constabubabble putters, a jar of

pickles rolling across his son’s soccer jersey, OF COURSE
RAPE ALLEGATIONS ARE OPPIDUD IN IMPORT BUT SENSITIVTY IS
A NECESSARY RECLINE, THERE WILL BE REPERCUSSIONS YOUNG
WOMAN, BE PATIENT
buh sir, the university of obobble has a history of
neglecting every issue that impacts its profit margin; it
took over two decades of torn livers, broken jaws, fractured
spines and then a private prosecution in 2013 to bring about
the redevelopment of that fucking nightmare of a commerce
building

BE REASONABLE LITTLE LADY, the bubblemotor putters,

tripping over his desk chair to reach his mason jar, THE
UNIVERSITY OF BBBwwwwoBAP IS A CARING ENVIRONMENT AND WE
TAKE GREAT PRIDE IN THAT FACT, JUSTICE
sir, you’re just reading from the university’s annual
report
THERE’S NO NEED TO GET VOLATILE, CHILD WITH BREASTS AND
GENITALIA, NO NEED TO POINT THE FINGER AT THE BLAMEWORTHY,
TIME TAKES TIME TO TICK, AGH, AND JUSTICE WILL COME ONCE
EVERYONE HAS LEFT ME ALONE AND FORGOTTEN WHAT THEY WERE
ANGRY ABOUT
DADA, DADA, a voice baps from the intercom; the bubble
sargent screams into the air
IT IS SIMPLY UNFAIR TO DEMAND ANYTHING FROM THOSE WHO ARE
CAPABLE OF CHANGING THINGS, WHO ARE YOU TO PLACE YOUR
FEMININE ILLS ON ME, JUSTICE IS A TRASH CHUTE AND I WILL
BEAR NO MORE OF YOUR MALICIOUS ATTACKS
these WOMAN these FIERY SPECTRES are HAUNTING REASON we
all just need to CALM DOWN and speak RATIONAL SENSE bring
the issue to hand as QUIETLY AS POSSIBLE the university
of babble POP is a CARING ENVIRONMENT and we RESPECT YOUR
VOICE AS LONG AS YOU DON’T USE IT
—sue me
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FIVE:

My therapist told me to pat the dog to release all my inner tension

FOUR:

[slumping in chair] I think my brain is leaking out my ears
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